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TEAM USA WINS 15
th

  THORPE CUP 

4> 8100 as Müller holds off Arnold, Moose, Helwick 
 

Hello Again…..If anyone doubted the track 

facility at Kansas State for combined event 

scores, they no longer do so. R.V. Christian 

Track served up four 8100+ scores in spite of 

outrageously hot conditions. But the weather 

was not the ultimate story here, it was how 

well prepared Team USA was as the five man 

club posted the 2
nd

 highest 5 man total in 

history. Even thought 25 year old German 

Olympian Norman Müller slipped by a trio of 

Americans for the individual win, the USA 

won the annual team decathlon for the 12
th

 

time in 15 outings. Here’s how: 

 

15
th

 Thorpe Cup 

USA vs Germany Team Decathlon 

Kansas State University 

Manhattan, Kansas 

August 2-3, 2008 

 

110m Hurdles: (1:00 – 1:06 pm) 

 Day two was, if one can believe it, 

hotter than day one. At the start of the hurdles 

the official local temperature was a cloudless 

105 degrees F. It would peak at 114. Only a 

persistent southerly wind made conditions 

palatable. 

 In the first section Joe Detmer was in 

total control. Aided by a +2.7mps wind, 

Detmer clocked a PR 14.54 over Lars 

Albert’s 14.80 and the meet, with @60 

spectators, was off and running. The second 

race added Tom Pappas (in lane 1) as a guest 

and he caught the hard charging Mustafa  

 

How About This Finish! 

 

Norman Müller       GER  8199         

Jake Arnold     USA  8191 

Mustafa Abdur-RahimUSA  8175 

Chris Helwick    USA  8143 

             

 

Upper Left: Norman Müller, Upper Right: Jake Arnold, 

Lower Left: Mustafa Abdur-Rahim, Lower Right: Chris 

Helwick. 

 

Abdur-Rahim at the 8
th

 hurdle and eased away 

to clock a fine 14.07 (wind +1.1mps). The tall 

and bald Pappas (6-6) and the Moose, a 

bearded 5-9, made quite a contrast. Their 

similiarty is that both can hurdle. Abdur-

Rahim’s 14.15 was .01 off a PR and a new 



track record. Up the track came jake Arnold 

(14.26, Jacob Minah (14.63) and the 

consistent Norman Müller (14.66). A taped  

 

 
Chris Boyles ran a fine 

14.88 hurdles in the days’ 

first race. Compliments ti 

Getty Image. 
 

 

 

 

 

Lysias Edmons limped in at 19.72 seconds. 

Injured he would withdraw after the discus. 

After Six: Ab-Ra 5139, Arno 5102, Müll 5005, 

Detm 4939…Team USA up by 304 pts. 

Discus: (1:51 – 2:30 pm) 

 It seemed even hotter for the 7
th

 event. 

Abdur-Rahim opened round #1 with a terrific 

47.23m/154-11 toss right down the middle. It 

proved to be the winning effort. The first day 

leader had won the first two events and 

maintained to overall lead. Arnold stayed 

close just missing a PR with 45.71m/150-0. 

 In round #2 Chris Boyles got a PR 

47.15m/154-8 and Chris Helwick improved to 

45.12m/148-0. Tom Pappas, again 

participating as a guest, managed a 50.38m/ 

165-2 toss in round #3. Unfortunately several 

legal marks were ruled foot faults. The event 

broke Team Germany’s back. 

After Seven: Ab-Ra 4952, Arno 5883, Müll 

5733, Albe 5672….team USA up by 688 pts. 

Pole Vault: (3:25 – 4:48 pm) 

 It was so windy that the bell stand 

blew over at the finish line. Some of the 

athletes handled the wind and heat well, some 

did not. In the West pit (better vaulters) Joe 

cebulski no heighted. Helwick and Arnold 

both managed 4.95m/16-2¾ and the pit was 

won by Dennis Leyckes (5.05m/16-6¾) who 

had no marked in the long jump 24 hours 

earlier and would not be a team scoring. 

factor. Arnold moved to the overall lead for 

the first time. 

 Yet most of the stories seemed to be 

centered in the East pit, off the track in the 

northeast corner. There Abdur-Rahim and a 

pair of Germans, Nils Büker and Nicolai 

Peselmann all PR’d getting 4.55m/14-11. Joe 

Detmer managed a fine 4.65m/15-3 but it was 

Müller who managed things best. He moved 

his poles into the athletes’ tent after watching 

Detmer break a pole in warm-up. At 110+ 

degrees, the poles were frying on the vault 

rack. The angular German cleared PRs 

5.05m/16-6¾ and 5.15m/16-10¾ on 2
nd

 

attempts, efforts that eventually won him the 

individual title. He then stopped, bushed and 

saved his strength for the final two events.     

82 attempts, 38 clearances and the winner 

came from the lower seeded pit.. 

After Eight:  Arno 6778, Ab-Ra 6727, Müll 

6690, Albe 6537.…Team USA up by 743 pts. 

Javelin: (5:25 – 6:06 pm) 

 Attendance was nearly a hundred y 

this time, but almost all stayed in the west 

stand shade to watch the spear. Helwick, the 

tall Coloradoan, Tennessean, North 

Carolinian, flexed him muscles with a terrific 

65.27m/214-2 spear to move into 4
th

. Müll 

followed with a 60.22m/197-6 toss. Helwick 

could not improve in round #2, but Abdur-

Rahim did, getting his best, 54.76m/179-8 to 

stay in contention.  

 Round #3 saw Arnold improve to 

58.04m/190-5 and Helwick gun a 

66.72m/218-11 to become a scoring threat. At 

this point Arnold held the upper hand (124 

points separated the top 4) but the other three 

had significant 1500m skills.    

After Nine: Arno7486, Müll 7431, Ab-Ra 

7386, Helw 7362….team USA up 785 pts. 

1500m: (6:45 – 6:50 pm) 

 The question here was whether the 

day’s heat had taken its toll on the leaders (it 

certainly had on the PA announcer who felt 

like a sizzled steak). Amazingly, the leaders 

shrugged off the heat issue (it WAS still over 

100 degrees F at race time!) and went to task 



of competing, a hallmark of this terrific 

annual meet. 

 
Two-time NCAA champ 

Jake Arnold (Arizona) 

made a valiant attempt to 

hang on to the breakaway 

group in the 1500m. His 

effort came up 8 pts (1 ¼  

seconds short) 

 

 

 

 

 

Predictably Joe Detmer went to the front. 

There would be no 4:04 CR today but he 

made his breakaway early and the peloton 

could only watch his back disappear. 

 The German team sacrifice Steffen 

Fricke (who had double false started in the 

100m the previous day and would not factor 

in the team scoring) by having him pace 

Müller for 2 laps. He was not needed since 

they simply joined Abdur-Rahim, Helwick 

and Arnold in a trailing pack. 

 At 800 meters deter was 7 seconds in 

fron of the pack, Fricke stepped off the track 

and Arnold began to drift.  With a lap to go 

Detmer was still 7 seconds up on a tightly 

bunched Moose-Chris-Norman trio, with Jake 

10 seconds back. He needed to stay within 9 

seconds of the German to win the individual 

title which was in doubt the entire last lap.  

On the final backstraight Mustafa jumped 

Chris and sprinted after Detmer, making up 

much of the gap. Helwick and Müller were in 

hot pursuit, and it was this sprint by the 

German, although he could not catch the 

Americans, that gave him his necessary 

advantage over Arnold who was running w/o 

help, in no man’s land, 20 seconds ahead of 

the remainder of the field. 

 Detmer pounded down the final 

straight, and. Much like the 400m, held off 

Moose by a bit more than 3 seconds, 4:19.96 

to 4:23.33. Helwick and Müller pounded in 

(4:24.51 and 4:26.50 PR) and it remained to 

be seen if Arnold could make up any of the 

gap.  He strained mightly (it was 100 

degrees!) and was 9½ seconds back at the 

finish. Although the delirious PA announcer 

called it wrong, Müller’s PR had given him 

the title by a scant 8 points, 7199 to 7191.   

Abdur-Rahim and Helwick had run 

themselves into exhaustion, but it resulted in 

significant PR scores for both, 8175 and 8143. 

 

Splits in 1500 Meters Race 

 
  Detmer    Helw/Ab-Ra/Müll 

3 laps to go   :50  :53 

400 m    :72  :75 

2 laps to go 2:00             2:06 

800 m  2:19             2:26  

1 lap to go 3:11             3:17  

1200m  3:31             3:37 

Finiah  4:19 Abdur Rahim  4:23 

   Helwick           4:24 

   Müller           4:26 

 

 

It was another 20 seconds before another 

runner crossed the finish line. And boy, was it 

(still) HOT. Team USA had put 5 runners in 

the top 7 and extended it’s team score margin 

to nearly 1,600 points 

After Ten: Müll 8199, Arno 8191, Ab-Ra 

8175, Helw 8143…..team USA wins by 1,597. 

Summary:  This was the best mass finish in 

meet history, with 4 over 8100 points. 

Imagine…Helwick, who did not medal here, 

posted score that would have won 11 of the 

previous 14 meets. And the score for team 

USA, 40,093, average 8018+ points, the 

second highest 5 man total in history. Given 

the conditions, the marks were remarkable. 

Give the credit to coaches Sheldon 

Blockburger and Stevie Keller who had the 

Yanks ready and rarin’ to go. 

 Claus Marek, who for 17 years has 

served as the German national mentor, could 

only shake his head. “We’d really like to win 

this meet one of these years,” he muttered. 

Team USA improved its W-L advantage to 12 

and 3. The total for Marek’s club (averaging 



virtually 7700 points) 

would have been good 

enough to win six of the 

earlier meets.  

 But give credit 

where it is due…the USA 

team competed feverishly. 

It would have taken nearly a PR from every 

German to defeat Team USA on this 

weekend. Of the 5 American scorers (Arnold, 

Moose, Helwick, Detmer and Boyles), each 

recorded a seasonal best score and two PR’s, 

all after coming off the emotional roller 

coaster called the Olympic Trials. As Sam 

Adams used to say…”This was one great 

decathlon.” And allow one comment….this 

was one great decathlon team. 

Overheard in Manhattan: 
 Tom Pappas, a volunteer coach at K-

State, used the Thorpe Cup as a tune-up, 

doing 2 events on day one, 2 on day two 

(14.07 hurdles, 50.38m/165-2 discus and an 

impressive 1500m workout) on his way to 

Beijing. 
 

RESULTS: 
 

7/2-3 15th Thorpe Cup, USA vs Germany, Kansas St U, Manhattan, KS 

8199 Müller, Norman/GER 11.06+0.6 757+2.8 1444 185 48.35 14.68+1.1 4313 515 6022 4:26.50 

8191 Arnold, Jake/USA  11.03+0.6 722+1.8 1517 200 49.49 14.26+1.1 4571 495 5804 4:36.11 

8175 Abdur-Rahim, Mustafa/USA 10.74+0.6 744+3.2 1401 188 47.77 14.15+1.1 4723 455 5476 4:23.33 PR 

8143 Helwick, Chris/USA 11.16+0.6 709+3.5 1368 203 49.94 15.06+1.1 4512 495 6672 4:24.51 PR 

7861 Detmer, Joe/USA  10.91+0.6 735+2.3 1190 191 47.34 14.54+2.7 3958 465 5344 4:19.96 

7723 Boyles, Chris/USA  11.06+2.9 715+2.9 1411 203 52.29 14.88+2.7 4715 465 5816 5:00.06 

7666 Albert, Lars/GER  10.96+2.9 728+2.3 1551 191 51.58 14.80+2.7 4466 485 5779 5:25.15 

7581 Büker, Nils/GER  10.80+0.6 738+1.5 1399 200 51.07 15.30+1.1 3830 455 5723 5:00.46 PR 

7577 Peselmann, Nicolai/GER 11.04+2.9 705+1.6 1488 194 51.75 14.88+2.7 4100 455 6090 5:00.53 

7473 Minah, Jacob/GER  10.79+0.6 743+5.2 1244 188 48.49 14.63+1.1 3893 445 5215 5:05.63 

7127 Leyckes, Dennis/GER 10.98+2.9  3f          1444 197 49.54 14.94+1.1 4694 505 5934 4:56.98 

6401 Cebulski, Joe/USA  11.42+2.9 670+2.1 1339 194 51.52 15.13+2.7 4460  nh  5510 5:20.72 

6063 Fricke, Steffen/GER   2fs           742+3.9 1388 209 50.68 15.49+2.7 4233 425 4841    dnf 

dnf Edmonds, Lysias/USA 10.73+2.9 705+2.6 1275 191 94.91  19.72+1.1 3781 inj, withdrew 

1st/2nd day scores: Müll 4116/4075, Arno 4161/4030, Ab-Ra 4184/3991, Helw  4017/4126,  Detm  4043/3818,  Boyl  3975/3748, 

Albe 4038/3628, Büke 4108/3473, Pese 3945/3632, Mina 4041/3432,  Leyc 3232/3895, Cebu 3698/2703, Fric 3307/2756, Edmo 

3123 

Team Scores:     After 1 After 2 After 3 After 4 After 5 After 6 After 7 After 8 After 9 After10 

  USA             4423 8783 12,299 16,173 20,380 24,888 28,718 32,891 36,447 40,093 

  Germany           4401 8865 12,584 16,225 20,248 24,584 28,030 32,148 35,662 38.496 

  USA differential +22 -82 -285 -52 +132 +304 +688 +743 +785 +1,597 

Weather: Day 1- 105 degrees F, humid. Day 2- 114 degrees F, humid, winds from SSW to 3 mps. 

 

 


